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Executive Summary

Provenance Definition

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, provenance is defined as(i) the fact of
coming from some particular source or quarter; origin, derivation. (ii) the history or
pedigree of a work of art, manuscript, rare book, etc.; concr., a record of the ultimate
derivation and passage of an item through its various owners.

Provenance is already well understood in the study of fine art where it refers to
the trusted, documented history of some art object. Given that documented history,
the object attains an authority that allows scholars to understand and appreciate its
importance and context relative to other works. Art objects that do not have a trusted,
proven history may be treated with some scepticism by those that study and view
them. This same concept of provenance may also be applied to data and information
generated within computer systems. This being so, one of our primary objectives is
to define a representation of provenance that is suitable for computer systems, and the
necessary architecture to make use of such a representation. Hence, in this context, we
define theprovenance of a piece of data as the process that led to that piece of data.

Computational Provenance

Generally, in computer systems, applications produce data. Our vision is to trans-
form applications into so called provenance-aware applications, so that when they run,
they produce a description of their execution. Such descriptions, which we refer to as
process documentation, are stored in aprovenance store, which is a repository for the
storage and management of process documentation. Additionally, the provenance store
also provides querying facilities to enable services to retrieve the provenance of data
items. In support of this vision we have designed aprovenance architecture, including
suitabledata modelsand the necessary underpinningfunctionality, with concerns for
scalabilityandsecurity.

The development of the architecture has been strongly influenced by the service-
oriented architectural style, according to which services oractors interact with each
other by exchanging messages. By enabling actors to make execution-related asser-
tions, orp-assertions, we ensure that necessary and sufficient forms of process docu-
mentation are captured to be able to give a complete account of any data item’s prove-
nance. For example, the p-assertion model allows us to document various aspects of
execution, and thus provide descriptions of those parts of an execution that relate to,
or impact upon, a given data item. This allows a user to determine the data item’s rela-
tionships to other data items and processes, such as its dependencies or causal effects
and, at the same time, provides a description of the data flow through an application.

The p-assertions within a provenance store are organised in a conceptual structure,
called thep-structure, based aroundinteraction records, each of which is a collection
of p-assertions that relate to a single interaction (i.e. an individual message exchange).
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The p-structure provides a hierarchical view of process documentation that facilitates
the retrieval of p-assertions, independently of the actual technology used in a given
application.

Provenance Functionality

From a functional perspective, the provenance store supports two operations:record-
ing p-assertions andqueriesover p-assertions.

In order to record p-assertions, the architecture offers arecording interfacebased
on the p-assertion recording protocol (PReP). PReP is designed to bestatelessto allow
for asynchronous and out-of-order recording by actors. Furthermore, the provenance
store’s behaviour is specified to ensure that p-assertions do not become modified or
deleted, preserving documentation in its original form, thus reflecting execution as it
was originally documented.

Once recorded, documentation is then available for third parties to obtain the prove-
nance of data items, which is achieved via aprocess documentation query interfacefor
the retrieval of p-assertions and their contents, and aprovenance query interfacefor
the retrieval of a data item’s provenance. Querying the provenance of a given data item
involves: identification of the data item at a specific point during execution, and scop-
ing of the process of interest to filter causal and functional relationships. The output of
queries comes in the form of a collection of p-assertions representing a portion of the
data flow graph, which allows a user to understand the provenance of the data item in
question up to the specified point in execution.

Non-Functional Considerations

In terms of non-functional requirements, a provenance architecture must address three
important considerations:scalability, securityandmanagement.

For many applications, extremely large amounts of process documentation can po-
tentially be captured. This presents problems for recording, querying, management
and storage of such information. Consequently, there is a need to deal explicitly with
such scalability issues and, since the applications that record provenance may be dis-
tributed and large scale, the sheer quantity of recorded p-assertions requires a scalable
means of storing them. To achieve this, the architecture enables severalrecording
patternsthat provide flexible ways for recording actors to record p-assertions. For
example, one pattern allows different actors to record p-assertions in different stores,
even if they refer to the same interaction. Because the documentation of a single pro-
cess may end up being recorded in several provenance stores, in order to collect all the
p-assertions about a process, it is necessary to provide directionalview linksto these
provenance stores, where other parts of the documentation may be found.

For some applications, p-assertions may relate to large data sets, such as an actor’s
state, for example. In such cases, storage capacity problems can arise that are dealt
with by allowing p-assertions to reference data that may be stored externally. The re-
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placement of a data item with a reference can be seen as the result of a transformation,
and constitutes just one of the possible ways that messages can be transformed using
severaldocumentation styles, which provide for more flexible ways to make assertions
about data, and enable requirements on scalability and security to be met.

Security represents a central concern in many application domains, and it is stan-
dard software engineering methodology to integrate security features at the earliest
time possible in the development life-cycle. Security concerns, both in relation to the
interactions of the internal components of provenance systems and the actors using
such systems are addressed, to ensure that appropriate access control for provenance
stores is maintained. In addition, it is important that p-assertions can be attributed to
the actor responsible for creating them, which is achieved by the inclusion ofassertion
signatures.

Management is not specific to provenance, but should contain functionality that is
common to most data management systems, such as notification to users of changes
to a provenance store (e.g. the addition or removal of p-assertions) and indexing of a
provenance store’s contents.

By developing an industrial strength provenance architecture, the EU Provenance
project has made possible the capture and exploitation of provenance, and thus greatly
facilitates the growth and utility of Grid-based applications by explicitly tackling the
problems of trust, accountability, compliance and validation in such open, distributed
systems.
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